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Purpose of Session
There are many roles for CPs concerned about climate change.
Yet, using renewable energy to replace fossil fuels is a complex and personal
decision. It varies with political views, values, environmental and economic
interests to name a few. Also, where RE costs more-- to everyone’s
environmental benefit-- are citizens willing, and able, to pay more?
This workshop is designed for CPs concerned about climate change.
The workshop will explore and identify various ways to empower and
promote citizen participation in renewable energy, while reducing fossil fuel
emissions in the battle against climate change.

Structure of Session
Part I: Overview

UN Paris Agreement: Shifting to Renewable Energy
Canada- A Global Leader in Renewable Energy
Barriers to Progress: 1) Policy change & Intervention 2) Citizen Participation
CP Values & Core Competencies Align with, and Promote, Transition to RE
Potential Roles for Community Psychologists
Part II: Empowering Customer Choice

From Monopoly to Competition
Stakeholder Interests: Government-Utilities-Communities-Citizens
Developing Policies Endorsing Renewable Energy at Local Level
Citizen Participation Options: Purchase/Lease/Purchase Pwr/Community Solar
Advocacy for Low Income Citizen Participation
Conclusion

Part I
UN Paris Agreement: Shifting to Renewable Energy
Climate change arguably presents the greatest global environmental
and political challenge of our times.
Why?
On October 5, 2016 the UN Paris Agreement on Climate Change crossed the
final threshold of approval by the majority of nations bringing the
agreement into effect on November 4, 2016 (www.un.org).
Cross-national global support of the Paris Agreement to fight climate change
now exists. The UN Secretary General urges all governments and all sectors of
society to: act urgently to cut greenhouse gas emissions, strengthen climate
resistance and support the most vulnerable in adapting to climate change.

What does this mean to us as citizens-- and Community Psychologists?

Shifting to Renewable Energy (RE)
How to shift from fossil fuels to RE sources of energy generation?
* develop policies to require utilities to rely on new sources
of renewable energy--hydro, wind, solar, biomass, tidal etc.
* empower citizens to choose renewable energies allowing their
participation in the energy marketplace
What does this mean to us as citizens-- and Community Psychologists?

Canada- A Global Leader in Renewable Energy

HO-1*

Canada is a global leader given its development of renewable resources
and highly committed to their further development.
Some 78% of its electric generation does not emit greenhouse gases:
Hydro: 61% Nuclear:14% Wind, Biomass, Solar, Tidal (3%)
Canada is world’s third largest producer of Hydro, ninth largest in
wind development & has one of the largest tidal plants in the world.
* Canada- A Global Leader (2013). “Canada- A global leader in renewable energy”. www.nrcan.gc.ca

Barriers to Progress
Why is the transition to RE so challenging?
1. Policy change and intervention is required at all the following levels:
national/federal
region/state
town/city/village
2. Citizen participation is essential--yet citizens have always been excluded
from participation in the regulatory process.
-enabling citizen participation requires dismantling utility monopolies
(greatly increasing risks to utilities)
- while consumers must be educated and empowered to exercise choice
(to advance their environmental and economic interests)
These changes shift great power from utilities to citizens.

CP Values & Core Competencies Promote Transition to Renewables
Why are these Challenges highly relevant to CPs?
Overcoming these challenges becomes very feasible given the strong alignment
with Community Psychology’s foundational values and core competencies.
Those values include:
* concern for health and well-being of all members of community
* concern for harmful environmental conditions
* commitment to prevent disorder and promote psychological health
* commitment to help organize and empower citizens
* research on environmental conditions, impact on health
and well-being, and action to help citizens & officials improve
those conditions to produce significant social change [p. 4-7]
Heller, Price, Reinharz, Riger & Wandersman (1984). Psychology and Community Change. Dorsey.

Community Psychology Values & Core Competencies
Why are these Challenges highly relevant to CPs?
Overcoming these challenges becomes very feasible given the strong
alignment with Community Psychology’s values and core competencies.
Those core competencies include:
* Empowerment (# 2)
* Community Inclusion and Partnership (#4)
* Program Development, Implementation & Management (#6)
* Prevention and Health Promotion (#7)
* Community Leadership (#8)
* Community Development, Organizing & Advocacy (#13-14)
* Public Policy Analysis, Development & Advocacy (#15)
* Community Education, Info. Dissemination & Building Awareness (16)
Community Psychology Competencies (2012). Competencies #1-18, The Community Psychologist 45(4).

Community Psychology Values & Core Competencies
Why are these Challenges highly relevant to CPs?
Community Psychologists have many potential roles to advance the
public welfare, by preventing or mitigating the harmful impacts of
climate change on communities, given their values and skills.

Community Psychology Competencies (2012). Competencies #1-18, Community Psychologist 45(4).

What are Potential Roles for Community Psychologists?
by barriers/challenges
1) Policy change and Intervention
2) Citizen Participation
* advise/intervene at national/federal level
* advise/intervene at region/state level
* advise/intervene at local level (town, village)
* monitor existing policies for efforts to unwind
* research policies/legislation from other regions

* model renewable choice yourself
* network at neighborhood level
* organize at local level (town/village)
* empower citizens with education
* educate citizens on their right to

* draft model policies where lacking (local level)

exercise customer choice of RE

* build relationships with relevant elected officials through Op-Eds & Letters to Editor
* educate policymakers: Op-Eds & Letters to Ed. * advocate for low income & seniors
Note: Op-Eds and Letter to Editor are listed under both Challenges as their contents are structured for
very different audiences, with the interests of Policymakers and Citizens often conflicting.

Roles for Community Psychologists
The UN Paris Agreement call for all governments and all
sectors of society to act urgently to cut greenhouse gas emissions,
strengthen climate resistance and support the most vulnerable in
adapting to climate change, presents enormous challenges.
As described, the values and core competencies of the field
of CP appear highly aligned with implementing the goals of the
Paris Accords.
Community Psychologists are very well positioned to
respond, given the many roles and opportunities to improve the
environment and advance the public welfare, in the battle against
climate change.

Part II: Empowering Customer Choice
From Monopoly to Competition
Awareness of past energy policies and practices is very helpful to
understand the changes needed, and challenges to overcome, to enable
and encourage customer choice and the transition to renewable sources.
While there are variations by nation and jurisdiction, following are
key generalizations that can be applied to many regulated utilities,
recognizing this is a U.S. based perspective most relevant to developing
interventions here, and in other developed nations.
For a full view of historic utility regulation, Bonbright (1961) and
Garfield & Lovejoy (1964) are highly recommended. They describe past
policies & practices which must be altered, or abandoned, for transition to
renewables to succeed. For a future view, see McKibben (2007).

From Monopoly to Competition
Following are some selected generalizations that illuminate key changes underway:
Historic Monopoly [pre~ 2000]
Evolving Competition
utility system?
closed
open
utility autonomy?
high
low
utility cost recovery?
fair return guaranteed
return at risk
utility risk of stranded costs?
low
high
customer supply options?
none, utility determined
customer choice
customer rate options?
none
several
customer autonomy?
none
high
Conclusion: historically consumers had virtually no power and no choice of rate or supply
options. Regulators (region/state) and utilities made virtually all policy and regulatory
decisions without citizen participation. Customers neither participated nor could understand
the basis of the rates that they paid. Today, in most U.S. jurisdictions, consumers have
multiple choices of energy supply, including multiple solar options that cut out utility
supplies. These changes have dramatically shifted power from utilities to citizens-- with
many, or most customers, unaware of opportunities provided by customer choice.

From Monopoly to Competition
The transition to renewable energy sources and opportunities for customer
participation and choice and energy markets varies by jurisdiction. Following
are some highlights that apply in the United States (U.S.). While progress varies
for different reasons, including politics*, most states require utilities to acquire
RE, and incentivize customer choice of renewable energy with rebates.
* ~38 of 50 U.S. states have Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) or targets**
* ~40 of 50 U.S. states mandate net-metering rules to increase solar energy***
* the U.S. government and many states have large rebates to promote RE
* in New York State, federal & state rebates could total ~65% (Corbett 2015, July 19)
*Democratic governors typically require utilities to meet specified renewable energy targets by a date certain.
For example, New York State requires all utilities to meet a 50% renewable source standard by 2030 (NY Sun
2016) and all customers have various options to acquire, or own, their energy supply, eliminating utility
supplies and costs.
** Durkay (2017). *** Net metering allows customers to bank excess energy. Freitas & Weis (2017).

From Monopoly to Competition
HO-2*
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy: Net Metering and Its Importance
Under net-metering, any excess electricity generated from customer panels
flows back into the utility “grid” and is available to serve other customers. The
electricity is then “banked” and the customer can draw down the excess
generated at a later time, such as at night and on cloudy days.
Net metering is essential to provide customers the incentive to acquire solar
energy and rely upon RE. This helps utilities meet RE goals set by policy
makers-- while customers can reduce, or eliminate, the purchase of electricity
from the utility. This applies to “grid” tied solar only, not battery systems.
Generally, if customers use less than “banked”, at end of 12 months, the
customer is paid by the utility at, or below, the utility’s least cost of supply.
If customers use more than “banked” they pay the standard rates for the
amount they fall short in each month.
* NY Sun Solar Guidebook (2017), p. 23.

From Monopoly to Competition
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy
As noted earlier, many potential roles for Community Psychologists exist .
They range from policy change and intervention at national, federal, regional,
state and local levels including towns and villages, as well as educating
policymakers, particularly needed at local levels. Also, roles to promote citizen
participation exist including advocacy and education roles.
Regarding customer type and RE source, where are opportunities greatest?
Considering empowerment and citizen participation are core values of the
field, residential markets present great opportunity especially with solar, where
intervention is especially ripe at the local level, including towns and villages.

From Monopoly to Competition
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy: Residential Markets
Why are residential markets ripe for attention?
Under historic, monopoly regulation, residential customers were
completely excluded from participation and decision making. Renewable
energy decision making (RED) is complex, requires strong customer
understanding of costs and rates. It often requires risk of capital, signing
complex contracts and navigating federal, state and local tax incentives.
Many residential customers, especially seniors and low income, are
not well positioned to make such decisions. Yet they often have RE options
as well. The need for education and empowerment is very high and their
lack blocks the critical path to choosing RE. Also, citizens are now ripe
for exploitation that comes with competition, choice and RE.

From Monopoly to Competition
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy: Residential Markets
Why are solar renewable options ripe for attention?
Residential customers often have solar access and various solar
options, whether they own or rent. Solar panels can be added to many
rooftops or installed on a pedestal. They may also have the option of
“Community Solar” where citizens may sign up for a portion of the
production. These options vary widely based on jurisdiction. For the vast
majority of residential customers, hydro, wind and tidal sources are not
feasible options while utilities are well positioned to rely on those RE
sources.

From Monopoly to Competition
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy: Intervention at Local Levels
Why is intervention at local level, town, city, village levels, ripe for
attention?
In the U.S. RE policies at federal, state and utility levels are common
as are multiple levels of rebates. Yet the critical path to more RE is often
blocked at the local level where town supervisors, mayors and trustees
are often less informed, may be part time, and also subject to the
pressures of the electorate who have competing interests or oppose RE.
Some localities, or many, do not know how to make policies supportive
of RE and others do not want to. Towns, cities and villages must
cooperate for the transition to RE progress and succeed.

From Monopoly to Competition
HO-3
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy: Intervention at Local Levels
Why is intervention at local level, town, city, village, ripe for attention?
To Illustrate:
Nations of the world can meet for years to come to agreement on climate
change actions. The United Nations can endorse, world leaders can support
national policies, and governors can endorse and implement policies at the state
level. Federal and state governments can award very generous incentives and
rebates to spur the transition to RE. Utilities modify their tariffs to accommodate
renewable energy, such as solar with net-metering provisions.
Customers can be informed and educated of the environmental benefits
and economics of solar and decide to participate.
Yet, unsupportive elected local leaders can then deny approval for a
building permit because solar installations can be severely restricted * or
prohibited by the local building code.
* Village Code (2016).

From Monopoly to Competition
Promoting Solar Renewable Energy: Intervention at Local Levels
Why is intervention at local level, town, city & village ripe for attention?
Summary:
While national, federal, state and regional policies supporting RE
are critical, such policies and rebates are necessary but not sufficient.
Implementation at local level, towns, cities and villages, with
supervisors, mayors and trustees, is equally important as they have the
power to block the critical path by exercising their local authority.
Supportive or unsupportive local codes make or break transition to RE.
Community Psychologists that intervene at town, city, village
levels have strong opportunities to influence policy making-- as well as
promote citizen participation through advocacy and education.

Stakeholder Interests: Government-Utilities-Communities-Citizens
Just as local leaders at town, city and village levels have the power to block
the critical path, there are four primary stakeholders whose interests must be
considered, with their participation in this cooperative effort.
While Governments often make Policy at national, federal and state levels,
those policy priorities and decisions profoundly impact and are often imposed on
the utilities. As noted, the transition to competition has rendered the historic
monopoly obsolete, increased risks to utilities and empowered customers to
choose their energy sources. Utilities are at far greater risks of recovery of their
generation assets which could become stranded as a result of customer choice.
Utility interests are a powerful force to reckon with, as are aligned industry
forces that often oppose RE alternatives and any subsidies or rebates necessary
to incent customer choice. Those forces are ever present and may act to
impede, unwind or otherwise derail the movement to customer autonomy and
choice.

Stakeholder Interests: Government-Utilities-Communities-Citizens
Whether it is policy development, legislation, implementing regulations
and building codes, as well as any regulatory activity that influences the
conditions of RE, interventionists must be vigilant in understanding the
stakeholders and the forces they command.
Two examples to be aware of and vigilant on:
A) ongoing efforts to unwind net-metering (Freitas & Weis 2017)
B) industry opposition to solar power sales to customers (ALEC 2015)

Stakeholder Interests: Government-Utilities-Communities-Citizens
The interests of all four major stakeholders must be carefully
considered and weighed in any activity related to the policies, practices,
implementation, monitoring and regulation of RE markets.
The following interests must be considered when intervening in RE:
Government +

Utilities + Communities + Citizens = transition to RE

(national/federal/state (public utilities (town/city/village
presidents/governors) and trade orgs) supervisors/mayors)

(consumers,
nonprofits)

If these roles and interests are well considered, and respected, the
prospects for successful compromise will be greatly increased. Active
participation by all stakeholders is necessary for successful
citizen participation in productive renewable energy decision making.

Developing Policies Endorsing Renewable Energy at Local Level
Given the critical importance of implementation at the Community
Level, Community Psychologists are well positioned to consult on policy
development.
For localities towns, cities and villages to support the transition
to RE, explicit policies endorsing RE are very important. While this
requires building consensus among elected decision makers, once a
written Policy is established, markets and citizens can proceed with
greater confidence that the locality will truly support the transition.
Following is an example of an effort to provide consultation to
elected leaders at the Village level, namely the Mayor and Trustees.

Developing Policies Endorsing Renewable Energy at Local Level
Localities supporting RE must have a written Policy Statement or
Resolution in Support. This is necessary to first, document agreement among
elected officials and secondly, to provide citizens a written position they may
rely on to proceed with RE decision making.
To illustrate, following is a Proposed Resolution or Policy Statement on
Renewable Energy developed for the Village of Colonie, N.Y.
Policy Statement on Renewable Energy
Be it resolved that the Village of Colonie hereby finds that it shall, as a matter of Policy,
support and encourage the use of renewable sources of energy, including solar power. This Policy
furthers the diversity of energy supplies which promotes both energy security and regional
economic development and furthers public policies and incentives that promote new sources of
energy generated at the local, including Village level. Towards this end, the Village will support
and encourage the use of renewable resources including solar power consistent with Village
regulations, and in a manner that protects and preserves the best interests of the Village and it
residents. (Corbett 2015. Memo to Mayor and Trustees)*.

Developing Policies Endorsing Renewable Energy at Local Level
This proposed Policy Statement was provided to, and discussed with,
the Village Mayor and all Trustees at the Monthly Public Trustee
Meeting of March 2, 2015.
At that time, the Village had no Policy Statement on Renewable
Energy nor any Village codes that allowed solar. Solar issues and
recommendations were discussed in this public forum during two
Sessions, 2/2/15 and 3/2/15, along with many other solar concerns, as
described on HO-4.
Outcome:
The Village did not adopt the proposed Policy Statement nor
developed its own. One year later, in March 2016, it approved a code
that severely restricts use of solar, as described in HO-3.

Developing Policies Endorsing Renewable Energy at Local Level
Beyond developing Policy Statements on Renewable Energy, are there
other policy advising avenues for Community Psychologists?
Yes, beyond directly engaging elected officials in person in public sessions,
CPs can provide policy consultation through the public press. There are
advantages to this approach as it not only informs the public but places
pressure on elected officials from the electorate. This should be done
respectfully to increase potential policy influence.
An example is: policy guidance given elected officials of the Town of
Guilderland and Village of Altamont, who were thwarting solar development ,
published by letter to the editor (Corbett 2016).
* “It takes a village: Going solar to fight climate change”(Corbett 2016).

Citizen Participation Options:
Purchase, Lease, Purchase Power Agreements & Community Solar
Given cross-national policy support for citizens to participate in RE
markets, what opportunities are offered to residential consumers?
While this varies widely by jurisdiction both in and outside the U.S.,
some commonly offered options in the residential solar market include:
1. purchased systems
2. leases
3. purchased power agreements
4. community solar

Citizen Participation Options:
HO-6*
Purchase, Lease, Purchase Power Agreements & Community Solar
While there are many marketing variations, following are some
common features offered in well developed solar markets:
1. Purchased systems (from solar contractors)
* typically rooftop or pedestal mount solar panels & inverter(s)**
* customer owns system and responsible for maintenance & repairs
* expected life of system ~ 25 years (10-25 yr. warranties common)
* customer production is banked and drawn down as needed
* customer avoids utility costs as long as production meets consumption
* customer gets full benefit of federal , state and local rebates
* see HO-6 for further detail and need for consumer protection
*

Op-Ed titled “Tread carefully before jumping into solar panels” (Corbett 2015, July 19).

* * inverters convert direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) compatible with utility systems.

Citizen Participation Options:
Purchase, Lease, Purchase Power Agmts and Community Solar

A Purchased System Illustration:
federal government policies support RE and has a:
30% tax credit
state government policies support RE and also has a: 20% tax credit
energy authority supports RE with another rebate:
15% payment
total discount to customer: ~65%
A modest residential sized system with a total installed cost of $12,500 would
result in a net capital cost of ~$ 4500*, or ~$180/ year over the 25 yr. life of solar,
which could fully satisfy residential needs and require no utility purchases. **
* HO-6, (Corbett 2015, July 19).
** Costs are illustrative and vary widely by size of system, jurisdiction, rebates, etc.

Citizen Participation Options:
Purchase, Lease, Purchase Power Agreements & Community Solar
While there are many marketing variations, following are some
common features offered in well developed solar markets:
2. Lease Systems
* under this option, customer signs a long term contract, often 20 years
* the lease company installs and owns the solar system
* primary benefit often is zero upfront cost
* leasing company responsible for maintenance/repairs
* customer benefits from RE energy expected to be lower cost than utility
* customer may receive limited tax benefit, varies with jurisdiction

Citizen Participation Options:
Purchase, Lease, Purchase Power Agreements & Community Solar
While there are many marketing variations, following are some
common features offered in well developed solar markets:
3. Purchase Power Agreement (PPA)
* under this option, customer signs a long term contract, often 20 years
* the PPA company installs, owns system, typically with zero upfront cost
* PPA company responsible for maintenance/repairs
* customer charged fixed cost per unit of energy, subject to escalation
* customer locks in price for term, expected to be less than utility supply
* customer may receive limited tax benefit, varies with jurisdiction

Citizen Participation Options:
Purchase, Lease, Purchase Power Agreements & Community Solar
While there are many marketing variations, following are some
common features offered in well developed solar markets:
4. Community Solar
* if approved by locality, developer builds solar farm (or other RE source)
* customers sign up to obtain a portion of the solar production
* developer incurs or finances the cost of construction
* customers are entitled to a specified amount of RE
* developer typically receives tax benefits and RE incentives
* customers bring new RE supplies to grid but financial benefit uncertain
* solar farms risk NIMBY opposition by local officials & public (HO-5)

Advocacy for Low Income Citizen Participation
Given the core values of CP noted earlier, including a concern for all
community members, CPs are well positioned to advocate for low and
moderate income citizens. That is, to advocate with policymakers to
consider the circumstances of these populations.
Many barriers are identified by Durkey & Cleveland (2016, p. 1):
* large capital requirements
* limited access to financing
* low credit scores
* lack of home ownership
* lack of access to tax credits * residence in multi-family housing
* residence in mfg. housing
* lack of roof access

Advocacy for Low Income Citizen Participation
As noted by Durkay & Cleveland, there are many strategies
policymakers can use to mitigate these barriers including: grants,
financing programs, capping interest rates, aggregation programs for
multi-family housing and other policies for low and moderate income
consumers which are implemented at the state levels (p. 1-4).
A valuable role exists for Community Psychologists interested in low
and moderate income citizens who could advocate at the state and local
level for such programs and/or conduct related research. Case studies of
programs in California, Colorado, Massachusetts and New York are
described by Durkay & Cleveland (p. 3-4) provide a valuable starting
point for CPs interested in advocacy for such populations.

Conclusion
The world wide consensus on risks to environment and citizens from
climate change is now well documented by the UN Paris Agreement. The UN
Secretary General now calls on all governments and sectors of society to: cut
greenhouse gas emissions, strengthen climate resistance and support the most
vulnerable in adapting to climate change.
Yet, aside from adaptation-- there is much prevention urgently needed
to avoid further damage to environment. This requires: grassroots advocacy and
intervention, empowerment, citizen participation, as well as policy intervention,
particularly at local levels, to achieve systemic, 2nd order change.
This is the wheelhouse of Community Psychology. Given the values,
training and skills of Community Psychologists, there could hardly be a better
match.
Many opportunities exist and roles abound for Community
Psychologists. The question remains: Can, and will, the field, and CPs, rise to
the crisis and join the battle to fight climate change?

Notes:
1. On June 1, 2017 newly elected President Trump stated the United States will withdraw from

2.

the UN Paris Agreement. While the impacts are unknown at this time, according to Kortenhorst
(2017), the UN Paris Agreement is expected to endure. He also notes the US is the leading emitter of
greenhouse gases on a per capita basis (p. 2).
This workshop has limitations in that it reflects primarily a U.S. or developed world perspective.
McKibben (2007) is highly recommended to provide a fuller view including the impacts on lesser
developed nations. To illustrate, he states:
“If we Americans can use less coal and gas and oil, we’ll in effect free
some of the atmosphere to absorb the carbon that the poor world must
emit to meet basic needs. And, we should do more than that: having
become rich by filling the air with our effluents, we should share some
of that wealth with the developing world in the form of aid and technology.
You can even put a number on how much money we are talking about. If
you value carbon at current rates, each American owes the rest of the world
between $273 and $1,086 a year for the privilege of polluting more than
our fair share.” (p. 197, fn. omitted)
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